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How Do We Build a Sustainable Multi-Generational House in the Low-Desert?

Introduction
Architecture has evolved slowly for thousands of years, in diverse re-
gions around the world, reacting to the climate and population’s cul-
tural values. The recent technology including the innovation of 
mass-production that developed modern architecture reduce the sus-
tainability of social aspects, economical and enviornmental impacts.  
Studying of vernacular architecture helps to understand their design’s 
intention in order to improve the sustainability, especially in an arid-re-
gion, where humans are not adapt to the environment without shelter. Principles

Creating principles is not a new concept for this �eld- there is plenty of 
research or knowledge on this topic.  However, I set up four clear princi-
ples to include in the design to achieve passive design a.k.a. tier 1.  This 
component helps to increase the sustainability before we break ground 
for the building.  Most of them aims for the enviormental impacts, 
which can be seen through energy costs.

Compact and Minimal Design

Solar Orientation and Shading

Microclimate and Evaporative Cooling

Materiality

A Pattern Language
This is based on a book written by Christopher Alexander who intended 
to alter current ideas and practices.  In my opinion, this context includes 
plenty of sustainable strategies for housing designs especially under-ap-
preciated, controversial social components.  This data is more qualitative 
with no actual evidence that the answer to the sustainability is correct. 
Since there are many I chose to represent this project, I picked top eight.

“It is alarming to realize that much of the current housing design and city planning for arid zones 
has occurred by the simple application of non-arid zone patterns.”

Conclusion
The process of designing a building in the low desert region requires 
paying attention to the climate and following those principles and �nd-
ing the logic choices of pattern language. The key of the building, espe-
cially a home, is to be comfortable both socially and physically.

Design
The Peña family has lived on a 5- acre property in Queen Creek, Arizona for the last 20 
years in a 50- years old mobile home.  They have been waiting to build a permanent 
home.  The family currently contains 7 members, but they typically welcome many 
family members to stay at their house  as long as they need. The grown-up kids are 
planning on living with their parents, and at the same time they plan a family someday. 
The zoning district only allows one dwelling unit per property, which is a challenge for 
this design.  The single-family co-housing plays a big role for sustainability and going 
around the zoning code by providing one kitchen.  In designing a common house and 
multiple houses for a multi-generational family simply one cannot forget the princples 
of designing a house in an arid region and patterns from A Pattern Language for im-
proved social aspects.
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60 Accessible Green
74 Animals
104 Site Repair
170 Fruit Trees
171 Tree Places
172 Garden Growing Wild

35 Household Mix
40 Old People Everywhere
68 Connected Play
75 The Family

24 Sacred Sites
70 Grave Sites

#4 108 Connected Buildings
115 Courtyards Which Live
119 Arcades

#5 95 Building Complex

#6 99 Main Building
129 Common Areas at the Heart
139 Farmhouse Kitchen
147 Communal Eating

#7 132 Short Passages
136 Couple’s Realm
137 Children’s Realm
141 A Room of One’s Own
145 Bulk Storage
157 Home Workshop

#8 159 Light on Two Sides of Every Room
192 Windows Overlooking Life

Inhabitants and Labor
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Section 1/8”=1’ East Elevation 1/8”=1’

South Elevation 1/8”=1’

Floor Plan 1/8”=1’

Casa Grande, A.D. 700-A.D. 1450

The Main Building of Desert Botanical Laboratory on Tumamoc Hill, A.D. 1903-1906 

Psychrometric-Bioclimatic Chart

Three-Tier Approach to the Sustainability Design The Ideal Building Form in Local Climate

The Basic Design with All Principles

The openings, especially on the East and West sides, should be minimal 
while the shape should be as compact and simple as it can be.

The design must respond to the sun, avoiding the heat gain during the summer 
 and gaining the heat during the winter.

Creating an oasis helps to perform a microclimate which helps to increase
 the humdity which cools the temperature

The residents are encouraged to be involved with the design, 
so they feel connected with their home, while understanding how the building works.

The natural, local material has to be either high insulation or high thermal
to protect the hot, exterior air.

Site Plan  1/64”= 1’


